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for all body types.
between radiant red and the gray official chorus competitor shirt, in sizes S-5X
Look sharp at pre-convention shows, rehearsals, and on the road. Choose
tees
LAST CALL for the official Louisville convention • PRE-ORDER BY TONIGHT
Preview the learning tracks on SoundCloud
tracks
DOWNLOAD
formats
PRINT • DOWNLOAD
voices
SATB
and tracks.
Next Gen Chorus performance arrangement for all-voice ensembles.
This electrifying pop hit crackles with excitement in an
arr. Melody Hine (cover)
I'm Still Standing
The language (and thinking!) that gets in the way of being clear and efficient.
 intention. Peter Cunningham leads a discussion on how directors
Inspire chorus singers to reach personal and team goals by leading with
with Peter Cunningham
HU LIBRARY
registration or livestream package.
years.
scheduled for the show, including a few quartets we haven't seen for a few
Check out the AIC's
innovative performances by the 60+ voices of the AIC Chorus.
Conventions
International Champions
For pure entertainment value, it's hard to beat the
AIC Show
FRIDAY, JULY 7 • 7:30 PM • LOUISVILLE
District Presidents.
 candidates announced for 2024 Society
Board of Directors
Slate of candidates announced for 2024 Society

Armstrong sat down and interviewed 5 iconic Barbershoppers for fascinating
As part of the
International contests. Tenor Greg Backwell, who arranged many of the
the famed Ontario-based quartet which captured four medals in seven
Barbershoppers of the '60s always speak with admiration of
the language (and thinking!) that gets in the way of being clear and efficient.
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